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General Meeting
Information

Board Meetings are for SLAS Board

members and are open to any member of

SLAS to attend. Please note that only

board members may vote at board

meetings. Board meetings take place on

the 2nd Wednesday of each month at 7:30

pm located at the Denny's Restaurant on

1701 West North Temple Street

Salt Lake City, Utah 84116

(We meet in the back meeting room)

General Meetings  for SLAS members take

place on the 3rd Wednesday of each

month (With the exception of December

when the solstice party at the beginning

of December takes the place of the

General Meeting ) at 7:30 pm located at

Room TB104, Rampton Technology

Building,

Salt Lake Community College

Redwood Road Campus Parking is across

the street to the north of the building in

parking lot ‘R’. General Meetings are open

to the public.

May. 08- Board Meeting
May. 15- General Meeting  
Jun.  12 -Board Meeting
Jun.  19- General Meeting  

See the above info for places and times for
meetings and the webpage: slas.us for
more information. 

PLEASE NOTE: Zoom is no longer available
for these meetings unless the guest
speaker is joining us virtually. 

SLAS EVENTS PAGE



SLAS General Meeting Guest Speakers

May 15, 2024

June 19, 2024

Dr. Julia Kamenetzky is an Associate Professor of Physics
at Westminster University in Salt Lake City. She
completed her MS and PhD in Astrophysical and Planetary
Sciences at the University of Colorado at Boulder. Her
doctoral and post-doctoral research focused on molecular
gas in star-forming galaxies, working with the Herschel
SPIRE Fourier Transform Spectrometer, the Atacama
Large Millimeter Array (ALMA), and the Arizona Radio
Observatory (ARO). Since her beginning tenure at
Westminster, she has been involved in many different
research projects that involve undergraduate students,
such as light pollution research, variable star monitoring,
exoplanet transit monitoring, and physics/astronomy
education research. Dr. Kamenetzky will be talking about
her work in the studies of molecular gas in galaxies. Be
prepared to become familiar with submillimeter-wave
spectroscopy . . . a new way to think about the universe.

Ron Wilcox, a new member of SLAS, will be our Guest Speaker for
June’s monthly General Meeting. Ron is currently an RN Case
Manager with Intermountain Healthcare/Select Health (RN BSN
CCM) and is active in his church, ham radio (QFZ.com, call sign:
KF7ZN), music, and most recently . . . astronomy. He and his wife
have acquired a Celestron 8SE telescope, and are in the process of
learning the greater mysteries of the observable sky, having joined
the Salt Lake Astronomical Society. His presentation, “A Visit to
the Sun and the Ionosphere” is of special interest with the upcoming
solar maximum in the sun’s cycle (early 2025). Those members who
are already engaged in solar viewing (besides certain recent eclipse
events) know what a treat is presently available in viewing the sun’s
activity. Ron will bring us up to date on what to expect in the
upcoming months. It is a pleasure to have him address our
membership.

Ron Wilcox

Dr. Julia Kamenetzky



Say Hello to Our New
Members!

At SLAS, we are observational
astronomers who:

*Promote astronomy*

*Encourage public education
and interest*

*Coordinate activities with
professional research*

Featured Astronomical Object 

Shemmah Al-Darweesh
Scott Dallon

Eli Drorbaugh
CaryJo Ethington

Patrick Harris
Mike Johnson
Alpha Lambert

Kate Pappas
Charlotte Pfeil

Alexey Pismenskiy
Shane Smith

Gabriel White
Gaylene Wilcox

Ron Wilcox
Rachel Wilderman

For more information on
the carbon star La Superba,

Scan the QR code.

La Superba is a star at the end of its lifecycle.  It
has a few thousand years left before it novas into
a planetary nebula and shrinks to a white dwarf.  

La Superba is one of the reddest stars in the
night sky. It is a binocular object and during the

beginning of the sky-watching season (the
spring) is the best time to observe it.   



Max Byerly, Leslie Fowler, and Jenette Scott are three friends who love
planning and running the Messier Marathon every year.  They are also
members of SLAS who like to invite anyone who wants to join.  This year, the
marathon was run out at Knolls on March 8 and it was a huge success and
loads of fun! In addition to Max, Leslie, and Jenette, Max’s friend Mitch
Preston came Jenette’s husband Jeremy, and SLAS members who joined in the
night of fun and deep sky objects were  Krista Lemoine and her husband
Nicholas, John Johanson (who brought his 19-year-old grandson), Jim Fenton
(who brought a table of yummy goodies that put Martha Stewart to shame and
kept everyone well fed), Alpine Stringham (who brought his son), and  Mike
Clements.  Ryan Boyce who is a journalist for KSL also came along and joined
the fun and wrote an article about the night called, “Running on Starlight,”
which can be read here or scan the QR Code on the right.  It was a fun night
and we look forward to doing it again next year! 

SLAS NEWS
This News is Brought to You 

By the Letter “M” For the Month of March and the Messier Marathon

Running on Starlight KSL

Photo credit: Ryan Boyce

A special, Thank You! Shout-out to all
those individuals who helped clean,

prune, and trim around SPOC on
March 19 so the observatory could be

ready to open for the 2024
observation season! You are the best! 

A special, Thank You! Shout-out to all
those individuals who helped clean,

prune, and trim around SPOC on
March 19 so the observatory could be

ready to open for the 2024
observation season! You are the best! 

https://www.ksl.com/article/50951369/running-on-starlight-local-amateur-astronomers-participate-in-annual-messier-marathon


SLAS Astronomy Outreach Speakers and Presenters
Recognized for their work from 2023 to Present 

 
By Marlene Egger 

SLAS is well-known for our public star parties, solar parties, and star parties at schools and libraries. 
Lesser known are our outreach speakers and presenters who may speak singly to an individual class, a 
scout troop, a small group of adults, OR to a large group like a school assembly or a large community 
organization. SLAS sponsors some of these presentations when they are focused toward the public. For 
more private events, speakers and presenters work out arrangements case-by-case. The SLAS Board 
would like recognize individuals who perform this important work. 

SLAS’s outreach mission attracts those of us with a desire to share our passion for astronomy! In the last 
decade, outreach speakers have included every Board member, Observatory Director, and many more. If 
we listed every outreach speaker in the history of SLAS, the list would be incredibly long. So, we have 
narrowed the field to the most recent, 2023 to present. 

In 2023, some of our outreach speaker presentations included the Utah Civil Air Patrol conference (Don 
Abernathy), a local Boy Scout Troop (Marlene Egger), speaker at Heritage Starfest last September in 
Torrey, Utah; Sponsored by the town of Torrey and the Entrada Institute (Mark Swain), Saint Olaf Catholic 
School (Krista Lemoine), Mountain Shadows Elementary (Krista Lemoine, Don Abernathy, Marlene 
Egger), a convention at Deer Valley hotel (Leslie Fowler and Rodger Fry), Summit Land Conservancy 
(Leslie Fowler), a homeschooling group (Rodger Fry), several summer Girls’ Camps (Jenette Scott and 
Leslie Fowler), a large 16th Birthday Celebration up Emigration Canyon (Leslie Fowler and Jenette Scott), 
and a boys’ Primary group (Jenette Scott, Max Byerly, and Leslie Fowler). 

In 2024, Don has repeated his performance at UCAP as well as an elementary school class. Max Byerly 
spoke at a private function in January. 

Jenette Scott gave a very well-received talk to South Valley Rotary Club about Leap Day answering the 
questions they had about why these days have to be added to the calendar, when they are added to the 
calendar, and how that corresponds to keeping the calendar in sync with the seasons. “The Rotary Club 
members were very fascinated by all the calculations that go into the calendar, the astronomy, and how 
the algorithm we use today came about that determines what year is a leap year. They were very 
surprised to learn that a leap year doesn’t occur every four years. They loved learning how the calendar 
defines who we are and what we do. They were also surprised to learn that the law and the government 
do not recognize Leap Day. The reasoning behind that and the legislation that went into not recognizing 
leap day was equally surprising to them. They also were intrigued by the mess Julius Caesar caused with 
the calendar and the days that were skipped when Pope Gregory fixed the calendar,” she said. They have 
asked her to speak again on the mental health issues surrounding light pollution, as mental health is one 
of their priorities. 



Jenette also spoke to a girls’ Primary group this past March. She said “I enjoy doing astronomy speaking
and presentation engagements. I like to see people’s faces light up when they learn something new 
about the cosmos or are in awe of something in the universe. I Especially love to see the faces of the of
kids light up! Those ‘A-HA!’ moments are so rewarding!” She also loves the astronomy outreach she is
able to do as the SLAS Nova editor. “My degree is in science education. Astronomy, physics, chemistry,
science writing and lifelong learning are my passion.” She says that several teachers use the Nova in 
their classrooms and they have expressed to her how the Nova has helped their students. One teacher
told Jenette that her classroom reading levels have gone up and their students’ interest in science has
blossomed because they love reading the Nova! Jenette is very excited that she can help students
become lifelong learners and reach new horizons especially in science. 

Max says of his experiences doing outreach, “My involvement with presentations for private events and 
such are a combination of both technology and the tried and true trade. I usually combine using a 
telescope and a camera so people get a sense of both ways of enjoying the newer age of astronomy. 
Taking a decent size aperture telescope and then having another dedicated piece like the Seestar or 
another OTA with a camera attached really opens up the imagination. We learn the constellations; we 
talk about the things that lie in the universe. We use the iPad to showcase targets and the patterns in the 
sky. And then we dedicate the telescope to a variety of targets such as stars with different colors, a few 
nebulae, galaxies and some clusters. It’s so amazing at the same time to photograph them, share that 
with them on their phone so they can take something away with them. This approach has led me very 
well in outreach recently and is really what I love doing, both for the club, and for just the joy of sharing 
the night sky. Astronomy may have new tricks, but the fundamentals and the basics are tried and true, 
and will always be that way forever.” 

Krista says, “I enjoy being able to bring astronomy to the public and inspiring children to discover a new 
hobby. I love when someone sees an object for the first time in a telescope and gets excited.” 

Leslie says of her experiences, “It’s fun when I can see the moment someone’s eyes light up because 
they really learned something from what I showed them or explained to them.” 

Current SLAS President Don Abernathy shared with me his approach to astronomy outreach 
presentations: 

I like to introduce astronomy to newcomers who are not quite sure what they are looking for, or 
what their interests may be. I begin with a simple introduction as to the history of astronomy 
(ancient times up to Galileo and the telescope), and then step up to the night sky, and what 

there is to see. I begin with our solar system (sun, planets, moons, etc.) and progress out 
through our galaxy, eventually into the universe. This approach can have many, many side trips 
into specific “locations,” as well as the means to observe and learn (via books, videos, photos, 
telescopes, star parties, and much more). With presentations, tailored to all age groups and 
interest levels, the fascination of astronomy often fans the flames of curiosity…. 

In astronomy, some of those experiences [when the light bulb turns on] are like when a person 
first views a double star, and they learn about multiple star systems. Or, explaining the light and 



shadows on the moon and its craters/mountains (on the moon, where there is no atmospheric 
disturbance, the shadow line is sharp, light-dark, nothing in between). Or, the first view of the 

bands of atmosphere on Jupiter, and the four Galilean moons, or the rings of Saturn, all seen in 
real time. Or, the sun, our star, with the solar flares, prominences, and sunspots. Or . . . I could 
go on…. 

Other SLAS members who have done similar work in the past are past-presidents Dave Bernsen, Joan 
Carman, and John Johansen (famous for his magic tricks with a beautiful white dove), as well as current 
SPOC Observatory Director Jim Keane, Ann House, Bill Kennedy, Don Colton, and founding club member 
and past-president Patrick Wiggins who has given science and astronomy presentations at schools 
around the valley for decades. Educational outreach is Patrick’s passion. These members are an 
inspiration to us all! 

In explaining why our SLAS member’s have a passion for outreach, Don hit the bull’s eye when he said, 
“The astronomical community is one of sharing with others, and expanding our perspective of our place 
in the universe. I am thrilled to be one of the many who share these experiences with others.” 



The Astronomer’s
Periodic Table of Elements

The Astronomer’s
Periodic Table of Elements

Glows pink due
to hydrogen

Hydrogen, the king of the elements, has been around since the Big Bang and is the
most abundant element in our universe. It was officially discovered by Henry
Cavendish in 1766. Even though alchemist Paracelsus noted in the 1500s that iron
filings added to sulfuric acid produced a flammable gas, and Robert Boyle was able to
reproduce that experiment in 1671, it was Henry Cavendish who actually collected the
gas from his replications and studied it further. Therefore, he gets the credit for
discovering hydrogen. Cavendish noted that when the gas was ignited, it created
water as a by-product. This discovery ended the long-held belief that water is an
element.  

The element was given the name, hydrogen by the French Chemist and chemical
revolutionist Antoine-Laurent de Lavoisier. He took the Greek roots “Hydro” which
means  “water” and “Genes” which means “Produces or Causes” to form the name
hydrogen to define “water producing”. 

Despite countless billions of years of innumerable stars fusing hydrogen into helium,
the element still makes up over 75% of detectable content in the universe.  When
hydrogen is ignited on Earth, due to a spark or a flame, it reacts with the oxygen in
the air around it.  This reaction combines the hydrogen with the oxygen creating
water.  The reaction also creates a lot of energy in the form of heat, which causes the
reaction to speed up and run out of control, hence the explosion. 

Hydrogen is king because its bonds are very important to life.  Hydrogen is used to
form over 90% of all atoms. It is a structural element for organic atoms. In life forms,
hydrogen is a driving force. It provides energy. It is used in respiration, digestion, cell
division, photosynthesis, reproduction, the water cycle, Etc.  It is the simplest of the
elements, but it is a powerhouse. Without it, life on Earth wouldn’t exist.  

Source: rsc.org 



How Long is Too Long?
As plans move forward to place a station on the moonAs plans move forward to place a station on the moon

and eventually on Mars, this will be one of the questionsand eventually on Mars, this will be one of the questions
that will need to be answered.that will need to be answered.    Just how long is too longJust how long is too long

to be off our home planet?to be off our home planet?

Fifty-nine-year-old cosmonaut Oleg Kononenko already set a record in February of
this year for spending the longest time in space, but he isn’t done with his mission on
the International Space Station, yet.  He is poised to reach 1,000 days in space on
June 5, 2024, 00:00:20 Moscow, Russia time. A few days after that, he will celebrate
his 60th birthday aboard the Space Station on June 21.  If all goes as planned,
Kononenko will leave the Space Station on September 23, 2024, bringing his time in
space to 1,110 days.  This equates to 3 years, 2 weeks, and 1 day aboard the ISS.  

We are already aware of the challenges astronauts face when they return to Earth
after spending a few months in space, but how will those challenges play out after
spending years?  Oleg Kononenko will be a subject to pay attention to, especially
regarding age and recovery time.  

Baylor College of Medicine Center for Space Medicine’s TRISH program, which stands
for Translational Research Institute for Space Health, is hard at work studying the
effects of microgravity on the human body and coming up with practical solutions to
the challenges that come with being in space for long periods. 

Some of the challenges astronauts face with space missions are:
Loss of bone density akin to osteoporosis makes bone breakage a risk once back
on Earth.  
Muscle atrophy (loss) makes fall and injury risk high when the astronaut returns to
Earth.
Neurological system disruptions make eye movement, eye focus, balance,
orientation, and spatial awareness difficult until the brain adjusts. 
Eye problems such as globe flattening, optic disc swelling, and vision changes
including temporary blindness.  Of the eyes, Baylor College of Medicine Center for  
Space Medicine states, “One of the most recognized issues associated with the
eyes in space is Space-Associate Neuro-ocular Syndrome (SANS), which causes
swelling in the back of the eye. This collection of symptoms will need to be
addressed before we can safely book a three-year mission to Mars.” 

   



Cardiovascular issues.  The heart in space does not have to pump as hard to
circulate blood around the body as it does on Earth.  This leads to a decrease in
blood volume, orthostatic intolerance, and decreased aerobic capacity.  This
causes the heart to shrink in size. When an astronaut returns to Earth, a smaller,
weaker heart is a problem.  The heart can overexert itself which can lead to a life-
threatening coronary event or cause irreversible heart damage and/or promote
cardiovascular disease. 
Mental Health Issues.  Being confined to a small space away from friends and
family can take a toll on anyone.  Night and day cycles are also out of wack since
the Space Station experiences sunrise every 90 minutes. Then, factor in no birds
chirping, no sound of rain, no wind rustling leaves on trees, no going to a movie or
a restaurant, and missing other little joys of being on Earth, can lead to stress,
decreased focus, and a mental break that may need extensive psychological
intervention to overcome. 
Gastrointestinal problems.  Because the effects of gravity are different in space,
food does not move through the digestive tract the way it should and the
gastrointestinal tract loses motility in space.  This can lead to symptoms similar to
irritable bowel including constipation and waste impaction. 
Weakened immune systems.  The space station is a nearly sterile environment.  
This hyper-clean environment weakens the immune system because it isn’t
exposed to all the micro-organisms that the Earth supports and that our immune
systems need exposure to to stay strong.  This opens astronauts to microbial skin
irritations/diseases and other illnesses of the body upon their return to the Earth. 
Radiation Exposure. According to Baylor, “While on Earth, the atmosphere
protects humans from harmful space radiation. Beyond Low Earth Orbit (LEO),
space radiation can pose a significant risk to space explorers. They can experience
radiation sickness, central nervous system effects, degenerative diseases, and
most notably, an increased lifetime risk of cancer. On Earth, we’re exposed to a
relatively minimal amount of radiation on any given day– but in space, astronauts
are exposed to about 100 times that. That could be anywhere between 150 to
6,000 chest x-rays.” 

So, what will Oleg Kononenko experience in September once he returns to Earth after
spending a little over 3 years in space? That remains to be seen, but what we do know
is that the Earth is a perfect place for humans to live. Human bodies need all that the
Earth provides and that includes the gravitational pull it exudes on our bodies which
helps keep our bodies happy and healthy.  Replicating all that the Earth does for us in
space is going to take more than just a little thought and ingenuity.  Today’s space
explorers have donated their bodies to science to pave the way for the space
explorers of the future.  So, how long is too long to remain in space? Will we be able to
overcome the challenges microgravity causes on the human body?  

   



The answers to these questions are in the process of being discovered.  The answers
and solutions to these questions could very well lead to better treatments and
quality of life in the future in the treatment of disease and the breakdown of the body
due to aging.  Making life better for future generations is the payoff for pioneering
efforts and we are pioneers in this venture. 

If you’d like to know more about how space affects the human body, click here to visit
Baylor College of Medicine Center for Space Medicine, or scan the QR code below. 

   

Baylor College of Medicine
Center for Space Medicine

https://www.bcm.edu/academic-centers/space-medicine/translational-research-institute/what-is-trish




PRESENTS Learn Astrophotography

For more information and to register please scan

QR Code 





For more information,
Scan the QR Code.



Registration Is Now Open!

The Nightscape Photo Conference is an in-person event devoted to
astro-landscape photographers, scientists, artists, and activists who

wish to enjoy and preserve the night skies.
This fourth conference brings together some of the most impactful

community members to share ideas, work with peers to craft images,
and hone techniques for responsibly studying and documenting the

quiet beauty of dark skies.

For more information and to register please click the link here:
 https://www.nightscaper.com/

https://www.nightscaper.com/


Boise State University Physics Department Hosts Free First Friday Astronomy Talks
When:

First Friday of Each Month

In person and online

7:30 PM - 9:30 PM
Location

BSU Education Building Room 112
BSU First Friday Astronomy Talk

BSU First Friday YouTube Channel

Boise State Physics hosts the First Friday Astronomy events on the First Friday of
every month at 7:30p MT on Boise State's campus and online
(boi.st/astrobroncoslive). Visit  https://www.boisestate.edu/physics/seminars-and-
events/ for more information. These talks are entirely donation-supported and open
to the public.

Boise State University Physics Department Hosts Free First Friday Astronomy Talks
When:

First Friday of Each Month

In person and online

7:30 PM - 9:30 PM
Location

BSU Education Building Room 112
BSU First Friday Astronomy Talk

BSU First Friday YouTube Channel

Boise State Physics hosts the First Friday Astronomy events on the First Friday of
every month at 7:30p MT on Boise State's campus and online
(boi.st/astrobroncoslive). Visit  https://www.boisestate.edu/physics/seminars-and-
events/ for more information. These talks are entirely donation-supported and open
to the public.

WHAT ARE HUBBLE AND JAMES WEBB LOOKING AT?

Scan the QR Code below and find out!



Volunteers Still Needed for Astrocon 2025!



Astronomical Events 
March and April 2024

May

Source: Sea and Sky

June

May 6-7: Eta Aquarids Meteor Shower

May 08: New Moon

May 09: Mercury at Greatest Western
Elongation

May 23: Full Flower Moon

June 06: New Moon

June 20: Summer Solstice

June 22: Full Strawberry Moon

http://www.seasky.org/astronomy/astronomy-calendar-2024.html


Taking Stargazing to a New Level!
Want a new adventure with the night sky? Check out these unique dark sky tours!

Zion National Park, Utah 
Zero Gravity Pod Sky Tours

For $170, you can spend 120 minutes.
under the starry sky on a unique cosmos
tour that includes using a zero-gravity

pod and binoculars.  For more
information scan the QR Code below.

All Prices Are Subject To Change

Sedona Stargazing Tours

For $120, you can take a tour of the
constellations over the Arizona desert

with a professional guide and learn about
the ancient peoples that names the

constellations.  For more information
scan the QR code below. 

Get Up and Glow: Bioluminescence 
and Stargazing Tours in 

Titusville, Florida

For $99, you can take a 90-minute tour
with a professional guide

in bioluminescent dinoflagellate filled
waters in a Kayak with clear star-filled

skies above.  For more information, scan
the QR Code below.

Take the Stargazer Tour Aboard
the Sky Railway in 

Santa Fe, New Mexico

For $139, the Ssky Railway Train in
santa Fe becomes a traveling

observatory! Listen to professional
astronomers educate about the

night sky and view the beauty of the
stars from a railway car! For more

information, scan the QR code
below.



Telescope Repairs and Maintenance:

Do you ever find yourself needing help with your telescope? Maybe
something isn't working, right? Maybe you can't figure out how to get it
properly collimated or aligned with the sky. Has it broken down and needs a
fix? I'm here to help! 

I'm Max and I've been helping people get back under the night sky for over a
decade. I moved to SLC a few years ago, and have tried to be active when my
work schedule lets me come to events and star parties.

 I enjoy helping people with the night sky and their equipment. I know a lot
from the basics all the way to imaging faint targets with a telescope. I'm
quite experienced in particular with Meade, Celestron, iOptron, and
Orion/Skywatcher equipment, but that doesn't mean I can't help if you have
something outside of that. I've repaired and fixed many mounts cleaned
many telescopes and mirrors, and regreased and tuned several Goto systems.
Just know that when something happens or if you're not comfortable
tackling something, reach out to me and let's see what I can do for you! 

                                                Contact: maxbyerly@icloud.com

Need Some Help with Your
Telescope?  Get Friendly, Expert

Help with
 SLAS Member,  Max Byerly!

mailto:maxbyerly@icloud.com


Pssst! Need a Telescope?

Do you want to use a telescope, but don't have the space for one, or the money for
one? There are a couple of options for borrowing a telescope. One is from our Salt
Lake County Libraries and the other is if you join SLAS, you can borrow a telescope as
part of membership benefits. 

The Salt Lake County Library System

These are the telescopes available to borrow through SLAS.
This program is for members only and can be obtained through
slasloanequipment@gmail.com

S
L
A
S

To see all participating libraries in the telescope loaner program
in Utah, click on this link: Utah (librarytelescope.org)

https://www.librarytelescope.org/locations/usa/utah
https://www.librarytelescope.org/locations/usa/utah
https://www.librarytelescope.org/locations/usa/utah


*This issue’s activity comes from Dr. Ben Finio of Science Buddies.  He will show us how to make a
simple refractor telescope! **WARNING - DO NOT USE THIS TELESCOPE TO LOOK AT THE SUN!**

Materials
*Double convex lens, 38 mm diameter, 500 mm focal length
*Double concave lens, 38 mm diameter, 150 mm focal length
Cardstock (2 pieces)
Scissors
Tape
Instructions
1.) Start at a short edge and roll one of the pieces of cardstock into a tube so the outer edge of
the tube lines up with the edge of the concave lens. (For an 8.5"×11" piece of cardstock, the
resulting tube should be 8.5" long).

2.) Tape the lens to the end of the tube and use additional tape to hold the tube together.
Optionally, mark this end of the tube (for example, draw a dot or a small eye) so you can
remember that this is the end you look into).

3.) Roll up the other piece of cardstock, starting along a short edge, so it fits inside the first piece.
Use a piece of tape to secure the end of the second tube so it does not unroll. Slide the second
tube inside the open end of the first tube.

4.) Tape the convex lens to the open end of the second tube.

5.) It is time to test your telescope! Hold your telescope with both hands and aim it at a distant
object (something across the room or outside). Close one eye and look through the telescope with
your other eye. Ensure you are looking through the first tube (the one with the concave lens). If
everything looks smaller instead of bigger, flip the telescope around.

6.) Slide the second tube in and out to focus your telescope. Keep adjusting the focus until your
view through the telescope is not blurry.

*NOTE: Lenses for this project can be purchased for under $3 each from
 Home Science Tools Here and Here

Scan QR Code for video
 instructions

K
I
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S

C O R N E R

Astronomy For KidsAstronomy For KidsAstronomy For Kids
https://www.sciencebuddies.org/stem-activities/build-a-telescope#instructionshttps://www.sciencebuddies.org/stem-activities/build-a-telescope#instructionshttps://www.sciencebuddies.org/stem-activities/build-a-telescope#instructions

This activity requires 2 lenses that need to be purchased, see
links below where to purchase supplies.

This activity requires 2 lenses that need to be purchased, see
links below where to purchase supplies.

https://www.homesciencetools.com/product/lens-double-convex-500mm-f-l/?aff=SB1
https://www.homesciencetools.com/product/lens-double-concave-150mm-f-l/?aff=SB1
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A word from Dr. Finio

“Your telescope is made using lenses. Lenses are curved pieces of
glass or plastic that bend rays of light that travel through them.
Lenses can make objects look bigger or smaller. Sometimes we only
use a single lens to make something look bigger, like a magnifying
glass.

Your telescope has two different types of lenses. This helps you see
far-off objects. The eyepiece (the lens you look into) is a concave-
concave lens, also called a diverging lens. Concave means curved
inward. A concave-concave lens is curved in on both sides. The
objective lens (the lens at the far end) is convex-convex, also called
a converging lens. Convex means curved outward. A convex-convex
lens is curved outward on both sides. When you look through the
telescope, light passes through the objective lens, then through the
eyepiece, and finally into your eye. The lenses bend the light to
make objects that are far away look bigger.

The type of telescope you built in this activity is called a monocular.
Mono means one. Binoculars have two sets of lenses so you can
look into them with both eyes.”

To dig deeper, scan the QR Code: 



Become a Citizen
Scientist!

SciStarter: Science we can do together:  ( Sign up at: https://scistarter.org/):  "SciStarter is a globally acclaimed, online citizen
science hub where more than 3,000 projects, searchable by location, topic, age level, etc, have been registered by individual project
leaders or imported through partnerships with federal governments, NGOs, and universities. As a research affiliate of NCSU and ASU,
and a popular citizen science portal, SciStarter hosts an active community of close to 100,000 registered citizen scientists and
millions of additional site visitors. Hundreds of citizen science projects use SciStarter's NSF-supported APIs to help citizen scientists
earn credit for their participation in their SciStarter dashboard, across projects and platforms. These features enable SciStarter's
partners (libraries, schools, museums, Girl Scouts, and more) to catalyze customized citizen science pathways and track and
support the progress of their communities through SciStarter. SciStarter also supports researchers in managing projects, including
best practices for engaging participant partners."  Citizen Scientists are needed for projects in astronomy research. 

Zooniverse: People Powered Research: (Sign up at: https://www.zooniverse.org): "The Zooniverse is the world’s largest and most
popular platform for people-powered research. This research is made possible by volunteers — more than a million people around
the world who come together to assist professional researchers. Our goal is to enable research that would not be possible, or
practical, otherwise. Zooniverse research results in new discoveries, datasets useful to the wider research community, and many
publications. You don’t need any specialized background, training, or expertise to participate in any Zooniverse projects. We make it
easy for anyone to contribute to real academic research, on their own computer, at their own convenience."  Citizen Scientists are
needed for projects in astronomy research. 

National Geographic: Citizen Science Opportunities for All Ages: 
(Sign up at: https://education.nationalgeographic.org/resource/citizen-science-projects): Search space, help NASA classify
galaxies, measure night sky brightness,  find age-appropriate projects, and teacher resources. 

Citizenscience.gov: Helping Federal Agencies Accelerate Innovation Through Public Participation: 
(Sign up at citizenscience.gov): "CitizenScience.gov is an official government website designed to accelerate the use of
crowdsourcing and citizen science across the U.S. government. The site provides a portal to three key components: a catalog of
federally supported citizen science projects, a toolkit to assist federal practitioners with designing and maintaining their projects,
and a gateway to a community of hundreds of citizen science practitioners and coordinators across government as called for in the
Crowdsourcing and Citizen Science Act of 2016 (15 USC 3724). Through citizen science and crowdsourcing, the federal government
and nongovernmental organizations can engage the American public in addressing societal needs and accelerating science,
technology, and innovation."  Many NASA projects have been listed that need volunteers. 

https://www.zooniverse.org/about/publications
https://www.zooniverse.org/about/publications
https://www.citizenscience.gov/catalog/
https://www.citizenscience.gov/toolkit
https://www.citizenscience.gov/about/community-of-practice/
http://bit.ly/2BlulAG


SLAS Board Meeting Minutes

March 13, 2023

7:00PM

Denny’s – Redwood Rd & North Temple

Board Members in attendance: Don Abernathy, Aleta Cox, Krista Lemoine, Trevor Hebditch and
Marlene Egger. 

Other Members in Attendance: Patrick Wiggins, Joan Carman, and Alpine Stringham.

President, Don Abernathy, calls the meeting to order at 7pm.

He thanks everyone for coming.

Next month’s board meeting will be April 3rd.

Aleta Cox, VP and ALCor, noted that the Astronomical League is updating their website. She sent an 
email requesting feedback on what information SLAS wants to have added.
On March 26th there is a meeting for the ASTROCON planning committee at the Murray Library.

Joan Carman, LLTC, has applied for a grant with Rocky Mountain Power in hopes to get the Tooele 
County library system involved in the LLTP. 
Jim Keane, SPOC Director, provided a detailed list of tasks he’d like to complete in 2024 at SPOC. He 
mentioned he sent a SLAS Blast asking for volunteers to help with cleanup on Saturday at 1pm. Various 
action items were discussed for this weekend.

Marlene Egger, Board Member-at-Large, mentioned concerns about training protocols for the SPOC 
telescopes. Jim said that those concerns were addressed privately.
Aleta mentioned that she is putting together information for KSL, social media, and SLAS blasts to 
promote star parties.
Marlene gave an update on school and special star parties. Don would like to recognize the others that

are 
helping with these outreach projects.

The refractor class is already full. She gave a report on her coordinator duties.

Trevor Hebditch, Board Member-at-Large, discussed his proposal for the SLAS Scholarship. He asked to 
recuse himself from the planning of how the funds are managed. Krista Lemoine will contact Bank of 
Utah on how this account can be set up.

Trevor also updated that 2 telescopes are currently loaned out and more will be going out soon.



Don said that David George-Kennedy has expressed some interest in being the Sun Party Coordinator,
and he would like to have a Sun party on March 30th.

The Messier Marathon was a huge success. Don went over the email Jenette Scott sent him with her 
review.
The topic of purchasing a defibrillator at SPOC was discussed. Krista will find out what the costs are. 
Patrick Wiggins will reach out to Stansbury Park’s emergency services about their response time. Joan 
raised concerns over the costs. This will be tabled until next month.

Joan requested someone else to take on SLASTROFEST this year if there is to be one.

Patrick will add this to the news tomorrow asking for a volunteer for a SLASTROFEST coordinator.

Tony Sarra noted the imaging session went well at the U of U. He provided a summary of the evening. He 
expressed interest in an imaging contest with the raw data from these sessions. He also noted the website 
project is still underway. James doesn’t currently need anything.

Don mentioned he is doing the agenda for the next board meeting the day of the meeting. He asked if 
there is a topic that needs to be discussed to please send it in advance so he can add it.
The meeting adjourned at 8:11pm.

Minutes submitted by:

Krista Lemoine, SLAS Secretary/Treasurer



SLAS General Meeting – March 20, 2024 

26 Members in attendance. 

President, Don Abernathy, calls the meeting to order at 7:30pm. 

New members Gabrielle White and Scott Dallin introduced themselves. 

Don thanks Professor Jonathan Barnes and Sam Jones for allowing SLAS to use SLCC for the 
meeting space. 
The presenter for the evening is Professor Jonathan Barnes. 

Don turns the meeting over to Professor Barnes. Many students from the SLCC Astronomy and 
Physics Dept were present. 
Professor Barnes’ presentation is entitled the Sounds of Space. He went over various ways that 
scientists capture sounds coming from space. Following his presentation, he answered 
questions from those in attendance. 

Don gave an update on the board meeting from last week. 

Jim Keane, SPOC Director, is looking for telescope operators and members interested in 
training. Please see Marlene Egger for training on the Bogdan. 
Sun parties are starting a little earlier this year. The first party of the year is on March 30th at 
Winchester Park. There is currently an opening for Sun party coordinator. 
The ASTROCON meeting is next week on March 26th at the Murray Library at 6:00pm. 

There was a wonderful turnout for the Messier Marathon. Don would like to see this become 
an annual event. Jenette Scott mentioned Ryan Boyce’s article on KSL should be online this 
week. 

Advanced training after the meeting will take place at Dee’s. 

Meeting adjourns 8:44pm. 

 

Minutes submitted by: 

Krista Lemoine, Secretary/Treasurer of SLAS. 



SLAS Board Meeting Minutes 

April 3, 2023 

7:00PM 

Denny’s – Redwood Rd & North Temple 

Board Members in attendance: Don Abernathy, Aleta Cox, Krista Lemoine, and Marlene Egger. 

Other Members in Attendance: Patrick Wiggins, Joan Carman, and Alpine Stringham. 

President, Don Abernathy, calls the meeting to order at 7:02pm. 

Joan Carman, LTTC, noted that Lehi wants 3 more telescopes. She spoke with Dave Moulton about 
Pleasant Grove. Krista Lemoine will reach out to Lehi about payment. Tooele County and Joan have 
talked, but there is no update on their approval. 

Patrick Wiggins mentioned to the board that he has several things to update on the website but will do 
that once the new website is up. 
Don updated Aleta Cox with Ryan Boyce’s contact information for PR purposes. KRCL Radio would like 
SLAS to talk about upcoming start parties. 
Dr. Julie Kamenetsky, Professor at Westminster College, will be broadcasting the total solar eclipse 
online. Marlene Egger will send this information out to schools that have reached out to us for an eclipse 
event. 

Krista Lemoine received the insurance documents for renewal from Don. 

Marlene gave her report on upcoming school star parties. Lost and Found want specifically female 
operators due to the type of organization they are. Don asked that this be tabled until more information 
can be obtained. She also updated everyone on how Bogdan training is progressing. 

Trevor Hebditch was absent due to illness. We will discuss his scholarship proposal at the May board 
meeting. 
Aleta mentioned that she wanted clarification of the rules on loaning scopes to new members. This 
information is already in the SLAS members only section of the website. Patrick will include this in the 
new member information section as well. 

David George-Kennedy has not accepted the role of Sun Party Coordinator. 

Marlene suggested the topic of the AED (defibrillator) be brought forth to the general membership. This 
topic has been tabled for now. 
Don will get an update on the website redesign progress. 

Aleta updated the SLAS roster of paid Astronomical League members to Mitch with AL. She also 
mentioned the AL Eclipse Award for the upcoming eclipse. 



It was mentioned by Don that astrophotographer Alan Wallace passed away. 

Jani Radebaugh stopped by to take a photo with Patrick. She now has a minor planet named after

her. Meeting adjourned 8:15pm. 

Minutes submitted by: 

Krista Lemoine, SLAS Secretary/Treasurer 



SLAS General Meeting – April 17th, 2024 
 
20 members in attendance 

President, Don Abernathy, calls the meeting to order at 7:30pm. 

Don is the speaker for the evening. His presentation is on the LSST also known as the Vera Rubin 
Observatory. Vera Rubin telescope short videos. He notes that all data collected from the scope will be 
available for all to post process. 

Following his presentation, Don moved on to the business portion of the meeting. 

Don thanked Joan Carman for her continued efforts with the library telescope program. 

Telescope training is underway at SPOC. He asked everyone to please consider getting trained. If 
interested, please contact Marlene Egger. 
The first star party of 2024 is Saturday, April 20th. 

He reminded everyone that members can check out telescopes from the SLAS loaner program. Please 
contact Trevor Hebditch or Aleta Cox if interested. 

Lowell Lyon asked Don to mention that the next ASTROCON meeting will be at Ruby’s Inn during the 
Bryce Canyon Astronomy Festival in June. Please contact Lowell for more information. 
Aleta Cox, ALCor, recognized Gene Riggs for his Binocular Messier award back in December. 

Meeting adjourned at 8:33pm. 

Minutes submitted by: 

Krista Lemoine, Secretary/Treasurer of SLAS. 


